On several different levels, the proportions of prophecies fulfilled is
historical, questions posed by critics will come off as rhetorical, in the same
manner that Mase burned Camron with the Oracle, with the freestyle
wordplay of a poetic juggernaut political hands stealing out the cookie jar
now getting caught, Weinstein, Simmons and others actually thought of
women as objects that could be bought, skillful with their tactics, masterful
like musicians that are self-taught, upon their flesh, if they don't repent they
will be consumed, Trump, Putin, and Jong-Un maybe met in a conference
room in cahoots, they might have the same tailor, just different styles of
suits, one push of a button it can be a sonic boom, nuclear and toxic, the
world would be doomed, watch the news for something big jumping off
before the month of June, social media designed as a nationwide
distraction so people won't stay tuned, messages through commercials
subliminal pick up on the clues, for those left behind after the rapture,
sadness will kick in and voices will be singing the blues, to the system
many chose to conform, the first rhyme of 2018,consider this a lyrical
brainstorm, the truth must be told, walking with Jesus is personal,
opposition can come from those in the same household, it's time to mount
up and march on Christian soldiers, no time for being in flesh, our own
worst enemy that can lead to spiritual death, it must be tamed, before the
Lord in judgment I will bow down, spotless and unblamed, for those who
are sent to hell, thought they were shoo ins will be embarrassed and
ashamed, thought they had plenty of time to get it right, so they played
hypocritical games, the highest forms of eternal punishment will be for
pulpit wolves who were greedy for gain, it will be weeping, anguish, agony,
and lots of pain, the Bible is black and white, preachers some haughty and
arrogant who wouldn't deliver His word plain, they were in it for power and
prestige, money hungry, lovers of silly women that makes them weak in the
knees, like the girls that sing R & B, everybody knows as SWV, self-deceived
and blind walking around like Stevie Wonder in their minds they thought
but their lives are full of blunders, assassins are some sent to tear you
asunder, then your frame of mind is blown and causes one to wonder, God
spoke to you that day he warned you clearly His voice resonated like
thunder, like sheep obey the good pastors so you won't get taken under,
make sacrifices so your light will burn bright, He is coming like a thief in the
night, beam me up Lord, before you I will stand in awe, well done good
and faithful, enter in my chosen son
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Visit www.gaccs.org to hear the rap live.

